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Eyeglass Lenses by ZEISS
Product Portfolio

The ZEISS lens product portfolio oﬀers a variety of optical solutions, no matter what vision needs the patient may have.

ZEISS Lenses with
UVProtect Technology
Sunglass-level UV protection
in clear lenses.
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Single Vision Lenses

Progressive Lenses

Computer Lenses

Single vision lenses have only one dioptric
power. They are primarily used for single
power distance vision or reading.

Progressive Lenses provide presbyopes with
clear vision in all distances. The power of the
lens continuously increases from the distance
to the near zone.

Computer lenses provide relaxed and clear
vision from near to intermediate distance and
are specially designed for oﬃce and computer
tasks.

f more

f more

f more

ZEISS EnergizeMe Eyeglass
Lenses

Digital Lens

DriveSafe

The ﬁrst eyeglass lenses made for refreshing
the eyes after contact lens wear.

Mobile digital devices have conquered the
world and bring about new challenges to the
human eye.

Most drivers are exposed to diﬃcult driving
conditions that impact their vision, including
driving in rain, snow or fog, and of course
driving at night. For most, this can be a major
source of stress - in fact, over two thirds of
adults report diﬃculty driving in these
challenging visual conditions.

f more

f more

f more

Sports Lenses
Sport Lenses provides the
optimum optical correction for all
curved frames - making
aberrations a thing of the past.
f more

ZEISS Precision lenses
with i.Scription
Technology
An optimised individualised lens
solution with i.Scription
technology for improved colour
and contrast vision as well as
improved night vision.
f More

Related Products

Multifocal Lenses

Special Lenses

Multifocal lenses provide
presbyopes clear vision for two
or three diﬀerent ranges, usually
for distance, intermediate and
near vision.

In this category you can ﬁnd
special product solutions, like
lenses with lenticular bevels.

f more

f More

Coatings by ZEISS
High quality lenses require high
quality treatments

Sun Protection & Outdoor Lenses
by ZEISS
Product Portfolio

Learn more

ZEISS is one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of eyeglass lenses, and is
committed to delivering maximum precision
and comfort. ZEISS designs and produces
lenses, instruments and measurement systems,
as well as retail concepts and technology
services that continue to raise the bar in vision
care.

Learn more

Contact us to get started
ZEISS Customer Service
 1-866-596-5467
h Email

ZEISS Instruments Support
 1-800-201-4143
Email: h VTS-NA@zeiss.com
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